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By LOUISE 
ATKINSON

Joanna Wakefield-Scurr, a professor 
in biomechanics. Known as the ‘bra 
professor’, she heads up the breast 
health research group at the  
University of Portsmouth and has 
been pioneering this field of research 
for 18 years.

She and her team use the latest 3D 
scanning technology to create virtual 
avatars to analyse the ways different 
breasts move during exercise,  
then figure out the best way to 
support  them. 

The fitting service offered to top 
athletes is less like the sort of fitting 
you might get at M&S, and more like 
the gait analysis a top-line running 
shop might offer before selling you a 
highly specialised pair of trainers. 

But it’s not just elite athletes  
who can benefit from the right  
sports bra . . .

IMPROVED OXYGEN 
INTAKE AND STRIDE
So Why is a good sports bra so 
important? ‘The idea is to reduce 
discomfort, potential distraction, 
and to allow the female body to func-
tion optimally,’ Professor Wakefield-
Scurr told Good health. her research 
has shown that breasts can move up 
to 19 cm during exercise if left unsup-
ported, and, during an international 
football match, a player’s breasts will 
bounce up to 11,000 times.

‘When the breast moves, it can 
change the way you move, it can 
change your breathing frequency, 
and impact the biomechanics of your 
sporting technique,’ she says.

Studies run by the University of 
Portsmouth have shown that poor 
breast support for runners can lead 
to a reduction in stride length of up 
to 4cm: ‘This suggests that the 
wearer is hesitant to stride out,’ she 
says. ‘over a marathon distance, 
that’s a whole mile lost if you run 
wearing poor breast support.’

The team’s tests have also found 
that when breasts are not properly 
supported, exercise feels more 
 difficult and women experience an 
increase in ground reaction forces 
(the load measured when the foot 
hits the ground), which may increase 
the risk of injury to the hips, knees, 
ankles and feet. All these factors are 
improved with proper support from 
a suitable sports bra. 

‘Some of our research has also 
shown reductions in muscle activity 
in the upper body — notably the 
 pectoral muscles [which run across 
the chest] — as a result of wearing a 
well-fitting bra, which means you 
could potentially go for a bit longer 
in your training session before 
becoming fatigued,’ she says.

These findings have been backed 
up by the new research published in 
the journal Frontiers in Sports and 
Active Living in April.  

The authors, Dr Douglas Powell 
and hailey Fong at the Breast 
 Biomechanics Research Center at 
the University of Memphis, noted 
that 72 per cent of women experience 
breast pain when running, making 
this a significant barrier to many 
forms of sport.  

Their research found that good 
breast support is linked to more 
 efficient oxygen consumption and 
better range of motion.

‘our findings show that poor breast 
support not only influences move-
ment of the breasts but that 
 compensations occur across the 
entire body, and these compensa-

tions can lead to reduced running 
performance, increased injury risk, 
and even the development of chronic 
pain such as back and chest pain,’ Dr 
Powell said.

The breasts are a collection of fat 
and tissue (there is no muscle) 
 supported by ligaments and skin. 
These supporting structures 
 naturally stretch over time but 
u n s u p p o r t e d  e x e r c i s e  c a n 
 exacerbate this.

What’s more, excessive movement 
and repetitive bouncing can cause 
pain in the breasts, as well as tension 
and strain in the upper back and 
neck. It is hardly surprising when 
you consider that the average 34D 
breast weighs 460g each side (accord-
ing to estimates by plastic surgeons, 
published in the British Journal of 
Plastic Surgery in 2005). 

While women with small breasts can 
also suffer from movement-related 
breast pain, bigger breasts tend to 
move more, which puts women with 
larger breasts at a competitive disad-
vantage without adequate support.

In 2009, Romanian tennis player 
Simona halep had breast reduction 
surgery to go from a 34DD to 34C: 
her worldwide ranking, previously 
below 450, improved such that by 
2014 she was seeded third at Wimble-
don that year. her tennis coach 
 commented that ‘her strokes are less 
restricted now that those obstacles 
have been reduced’.

The following year, Australian 
 hurdler, Jana Rawlinson, revealed 
that she had breast implants 
removed to improve her chances at 
the 2012 olympics (unfortunately, a 
foot injury early that year put her out 
of contention). 

When Professor Wakefield-Scurr and 
her team worked with the English 
Institute of Sport and the British 
olympic Association, to ‘prescribe 
bras’ for female athletes leading up to 
the Tokyo olympics in 2021, a subse-
quent study (published in the journal 
Research in Sports Medicine in 2022) 
reported that 87 per cent of the 
 athletes said they had benefited from 
wearing well-fitted bras and 17 per 
cent said it had improved their 
 athletic performance. 

TAPPING INTO  
NASA TECHNOLOGY
ThIS quest for a competitive edge in 
sport drives research investment in 
bra technology that benefits all 
women, not just elite sports stars.

Back in 2018, Reebok used a 
 texture-changing gel found in Nasa’s 

spacesuits (to protect astronauts 
from shrapnel) to make a bra that 
adapted to support different levels 
of  movement. 

They used a fluid that was more liq-
uid when the wearer was still but 
became harder in response to 
 movement, to design a single bra that 
would firm up during high-impact 
 exercise and relax for a looser fit for 

low-impact activities. Reebok’s Pure-
Move bra is still available online. 

More recently, Nike created a soft-
tissue robot (nicknamed ‘Brabot’), 
which is an automated torso that 
can be programmed to stretch and 
move repeatedly without getting 
tired, to provide testing consistency 
for prototype products. 

Nike has also developed a 
‘thermoregulation mannequin’ (nick-
named haley) which can be pro-
grammed to produce sweat and 
assess surface temperature so 
designers can decide where best to 
place ventilation or sweat-wicking 
panels into bra designs.

Innovations like these mean 
sports bra technology is 
 continually advancing.

Mari Thomas, a sports 
 technologist who worked 
at the Progressive Sports 
Technologies lab at Lough-
borough University help-
ing with the development 

WhEN the Lionesses won their first match at the 
World Cup in Australia on Saturday, everyone 
focused on their skill and teamwork. 

But in a sporting era when marginal gains achieved by 
optimal nutrition, training and kit can offer a competi-

tive edge, they had another secret weapon to help enhance their 
game: each player on the England team has been personally fitted 
with a top-end, hi-tech sports bra to suit their individual needs.

Sales of sports bras are booming — it’s estimated that the market 
will be worth £11.8 billion worldwide by 2025, as more women invest in 
them, spurred on by a growing body of research that shows that well-
fitting underwear can minimise discomfort and damage to tissues, 
reduce risk of injuries and improve performance during exercise.

one recent study by the University of Memphis in the U.S. found that 
good breast support is enough to improve an athlete’s running 
 performance by 7 per cent. The Lionesses’ professional bra-fitter is 
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WRAP a tape measure 
quite tightly around your 
rib cage just below the 
breasts and take a 
reading in inches. This is 
your bra size (e.g. 34). 
Now measure loosely 
around the fullest part of 
your breasts (at nipple 
level). The difference 
between the two numbers 
indicates your cup size:

Check you’ve got correct size
1 inch = A
2 inches = B 
3 inches = C 
4 inches = D 
5 inches = DD 
6 inches = E
7 inches = F 

8 inches = FF 
9 inches = G 
10 inches = GG
11 inches = H
12 inches = HH 
13 inches = J 
14 inches = JJ

work on sports bras, reveals how, in 
2014, the team was working on a 
‘secret project to develop a super-
supportive bra in larger sizes 
 specifically for tennis’. 

As she told Good Health: ‘It was a 
secret at the time, but I’m pretty 
sure that was for Serena Williams, 
and we were able to pinpoint a need 
for extra side support to restrict 
lateral movement of breast tissue, 
which can happen during a 
tennis  match.’ 

Mari Thomas has gone on to 
develop a range of bras with 
 patented ‘overband technology’ 
that features a band of fabric that 
runs over the top of the breasts to 
keep them firmly in place. The 
band has been shown in tests to 
reduce upward motion. 

Her range of sports bras, called 

Maaree, are now sold worldwide 
— England netball player Eleanor 
Cardwell recently posted on 
 Instagram that she wears Maaree 
for matches. 

At their specialist breast 
 biomechanics laboratory, the 
 University of Portsmouth team use 
modern motion sensor technology 
to measure the movement of 
breasts from inside a bra during 
different sports, in three directions 
— forwards/backwards, side/side 
and up/down.

‘We have accumulated a wealth 
of scientific data about breast 
movement during sporting 
 act iv i t ies , ’  says  P rofessor  
Wakefield-Scurr. ‘When you’re run-
ning, for instance, half of the 
 movement is up and down, a quar-
ter is side to side and a quarter is 

forwards and backwards. That’s 
why good sports bras need to be 
structured to provide support in 
those directions, either through 
compression [flattening the breast 
tissue to the chest], encapsulation 
[separating and supporting each 
breast with wire or shaped cups] 
or a combination of the two.’ 

The team have even been working 
closely with the British Army and 
the National Police Wellbeing 
 Service to investigate and advise 
on the breast support needs of 
their staff. 

As a result, the team hope that all 
new female army recruits will have 
the opportunity to be fitted with 
 specially designed sports bras on 
entry to basic training (no large 
clips on the back which might dig 
in when carrying large packs, for 
instance, plus no front zips that are 
uncomfortable when wearing body 
armour or crawling). 

PERILS OF DOING 
MULTIPLE WASHES
AT A non-professional level, a good 
sports bra is unlikely to be enough 
to improve your golf handicap or 
to nudge you up the tennis ladder, 
but it can reduce pain and discom-
fort, as well as potential long-term 
damage such as stretched liga-
ments, sagging breasts, and neck 

and back pain. ‘Whether it’s heavy 
training or merely walking, I would 
always wear a sports bra for any 
kind of physical activity,’ says 
 Professor Wakefield-Scurr. 

In research she published in the 
journal Ergonomics in 2012, she 
 estimated that 80 per cent of 
women are wearing the wrong size 
bra every day, and she says an 
alarming number of women don’t 
wear a sports bra at all.

‘When we started working with 
the England footballers last year, 
we found they normally wear 
 unfitted and not particularly 
 supportive crop-top-style sports 
bras, and many we advised had 
never worn an everyday bra and 
were completely unaware of their 
bra size,’ she says. ‘When I asked 
them, they’d typically say small, 
medium or large.’

She reveals that smaller breasts 
might still need quite a bit of 
 support. ‘Some women have looser 
skin or ligaments, which means 
they lack natural support and 
quite often women who have lost 
weight will see their breasts reduce 
in size, leaving the internal struc-
tures [i.e. ligaments] and skin 
stretched and unsupportive.’

Bigger-busted women are 
 certainly likely to benefit from the 
focus on support. A G-cup-sized 
bosom if you have a 34 in back, for 

instance, can weigh as much as 
2kg, which means considerable 
potential bounce without a well-
fitted bra, and sports bras can now 
offer impressive support in sizes 
up to an L cup.

Yet the effectiveness of any  
sports bra can be lost through 
 regular washing.

Like any bra, every sports bra has 
a natural lifespan, after which it 
stops performing so effectively as 
the fabrics stretch or shrink and 
go out of shape — but repeated 
washing will cause more damage 
to the fabric than repeated wear-
ing, according to another study by 
P ro fessor  Wakef ie ld - Scurr, 
 published in March last year in the 
journal Sports Biomechanics.

In fact, the tests showed support 
was reduced after just 25 washes; 
if you wash your sports bra twice a 
week, that’s just three months 
of  wear. 

You might imagine that the 
 Lionesses have an endless supply of 
sports bras for the World Cup, 
 perhaps even unwrapping a new 
one for each match. But no: ‘The 
bras the girls have get thrown in a 
60c wash with the rest of the kit 
after every match,’ says Professor 
Wakefield-Scurr.

Let’s just hope they remain 
 supportive enough to carry the 
Lionesses to victory.

FIND THE PERFEcT FIT FOR yOUR 
SHAPE AND ExERcISE TyPEbra HeRe, Professor Joanna Wakefield-

Scurr, the Lionesses’ sports bra 
expert, advises what to look for:
n  PICK a bra that fits snugly around your 
rib cage and encloses your breasts fully 
within the cups/fabric with no bulging or 
gaping at the top or the sides. 

An estimated 80 per cent of the support 
comes from the back band — the strip of 
fabric that runs around your chest act-
ing as a supportive shelf. 

You should only be able to pull the 
fabric a maximum of 5 cm away 
from your body. If the underband 
(the bit under the breasts) feels a 
little tight on its loosest setting, 
then it’s probably the right size.
n  THE front of the bra should 
sit flat against your body with 
no gaping. The shoulder straps 
should feel comfortable without 
digging into your shoulders.
n  CHECK that the bra is suitable 
for purpose by jumping up and down 
and shadowing the movements involved 
in the sport you want to use it for. 

Your breasts should feel secure  
and supported.

SMALL BUST: LOW IMPAcT
FOR anyone smaller than and including 
a ‘C’ cup, a compression-style crop-top 
bra usually works well for activities 
involving gentle movement such  
as yoga. 

Opt for compression bras 
made of stretchy material that 
flattens the breasts against 
the chest to minimise bounce 
and avoid bulky clasps at the 
back which might irritate 
when you are lying down on 
the floor or a  bench.
OUR TOP PIcKS:
n  Nike indy (£32.95, 
available in sizes XS to 2XL,  
nike.com)
n  AdidAS Yoga Studio light-support 
bra (£35, XS to XL, adidas.co.uk)

SMALL BUST: HIGH IMPAcT
ALTHOUGH compression tops may be 
OK for low-impact activities, even small 
busts need more support for running, 
HIIT (high-intensity interval training), 
tennis and team sports.

Look for hybrid bras with encapsulated 
cups under the stretchy outer layer that 
 support each breast.

OUR TOP PIcKS:
n  Nike Swoosh High Support 
(£49.95, XS to 4X, nike.com)
n  MAARee empower sports bra 
(pictured below, £49, XS to XXL, 
maaree.com)

FULL BUST: HIGH IMPAcT
IDEALLY, go to a specialist bra shop to 
be fitted, or arrange an online fitting 
(available at bravissimo.com, freya 

 lingerie.com, curvykate.com, pourmoi.
co.uk, boobydoo.co.uk and maaree.
com) because few sports outlets 
have staff trained in bra sizing. Or 
go to thebraprofessor.com.

Look for a bra with ‘encapsula-
tion technology’, which may 
have underwire or seaming 
where multiple panels have been 
sewn together to create a 3D 
shape, to separate and support 

each breast, keeping them flat to 
the chest wall (so avoiding the 

‘monoboob’ look) or a combination/
hybrid bra which offers encapsulation 
and compression together.

Larger bust sizes (a D cup and above) 
might benefit from thick, strong shoulder 
straps (more than 2 cm wide) and more 
than two or three hook-and-eye fasten-
ings at the back to ensure the chest band 
is fully adjustable and able to give plenty 

of support.
OUR TOP PIcKS:
n  MAARee Solidarity high-
impact sports bra (pictured 

left, £68, available up to  
H cup, maaree.com)
n  bRAviSSiMo inspire 
high-impact crop sports bra 

(£37.50, up to 40L cup, 
bravissimo.com) 

FULL BUST: 
LOW IMPAcT
SOME support is still required (look for a 
bra with encapsulation or a hybrid of com-
pression and encapsulation) but avoid too 
tight compression or encapsulation which 
might restrict full movement of the upper 
body and shoulders. 
OUR TOP PIcKS:
n  bRAviSSiMo Swift non-wired 
sports bra (£42, available up to 38J 
cup, bravissimo.com)
n  bRAviSSiMo Motion crop  
top (£40, up to 38J, bravissimo.com)


